
Seife mit dem Konturenliner gießen
Instructions No. 1662

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 30 Minutes

Soaps can be produced very quickly and can be personalised in your favourite colour and with individual lettering and
contours on the soap. Perfect as a gift for your loved ones or for yourself.

It's that simple:
First choose a motif or draw your personal relief design. Now place the motif under the Casting mould. For easier handling,
cut out the template and attach it to the bottom of the mould with a little Adhesive tape . Important: If you want to transfer
lettering, you must print the template mirror-inverted. Draw the lines with the contour liner and let the compound cure for
about 3 hours. Then fill the mould as usual with the liquid wax 

Now melt the white eco-casting soap and add the Soap colour . In our decoration example we have chosen Stone Grey and
Lavender . Now pour the melted soap into the moulds. Allow the liquid soap to dry thoroughly and carefully remove the
finished soap bars from the moulds. The elastic lines of the Contour liners can be pulled out of the soap with a pointed
object 

Let the transparent soap melt, mix in the orange colour and pour it into the desired form. After the drying time, you can
remove the finished soap. Tip: You can also place a fir branch in the liquid mass instead of the paint and let it dry.

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/giessform-block-a127320/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-eco-pouring-soap-white-a42466/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/contour-liner-for-soaps-und-candles-a184637/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-eco-pouring-soap-transparent-a42467/




Must Have

VBS Eco pouring soap, White, 300 g

8,60 €
RRP 9,95 €
(1 kg = 28,67 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-eco-pouring-soap-white-a42466/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

506427-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, White300 g 1

506434-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, Transparent300 g 1

506557-01 Soap colour, 10mlLemon 1

506557-02 Soap colour, 10mlOrange 1

506557-05 Soap colour, 10mlLavender 1

506557-09 Soap colour, 10mlMay Green 1

506557-11 Soap colour, 10mlStone Grey 1

619349 VBS Noble fir branches "Eitra" 1

1

Add to shopping cart
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